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BETTI NUMBERS OF SPACE CURVES
BOUNDED BY HILBERT FUNCTIONS
RENATO MAGGIONI - ALFIO RAGUSA
We study relationships between Hilbert functions and graded Bettinumbers of two space curves C and C0 bilinked by a sequence of basic doublelinkages; precisely we obtain bounds for the graded Betti numbers of C bymeans of the Hilbert functions of the two curves and the graded Betti numbersof C0 . On the other hand for every set of integers satisfying these bounds wecan construct a curve with these integers as its graded Betti numbers. Asa consequence we get a Dubreil-type theorem for a curve C which stronglydominates C0 at height h which is exactly the Amasaki bound for Buchsbaumcurves. Moreover we deduce for biliaison classes of Buchsbaum curves thata strong Lazarsfeld-Rao property holds.
Introduction.
The Dubreils Theorem for perfect homogeneous ideals I of height two ina polynomial ring k[x0, . . . , xn] states that the minimal number of generators
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ν(I ) is bounded by s + 1, where s is the least degree of a form in I (see [3],[4]and [12] for more on this subject).Along this line there is a result of Amasaki (see [1], [6]) which enstablishesan analogous bound for the ideal of a Buchsbaum curve of P3; precisely, ifC ⊂ P3 is a Buchsbaum curve, I its de�ning ideal, N = l(M(C)) thelength of its Rao module, s the minimal degree of a surface containing C , then
ν(I ) ≤ s + 1+ N .Another point of view is to relate the Betti numbers to the degree d of C;results in this directions can be found, for instance, in [5], [9], [6], [16], [15].Since both s and d can be deduced from the Hilbert function of C , one canthink to obtain more precise bounds for the graded Betti numbers of C takinginto account the whole Hilbert function.Indeed, using the Hilbert function H of a perfect ideal I of height twoin k[x0, . . . , xn] one gets bounds for all graded Betti numbers (see [2], [13]);precisely, for every i > s :
max{0,−�n+1H (i)} ≤αi ≤ −�nH (i)
max{0, �n+1H (i)} ≤βi ≤ −�nH (i − 1)
where
αi = number of generators of degree i for I
βi = number of generators of degree i for the syzygy module of I
and of course αs = −�n+1H (s).Moreover, for any set of integers {αi}, {βi} satisfying the previous condi-tions and αi − βi = −�n+1H (i), there exists a perfect ideal of height two withsuch integers as graded Betti numbers (see [13]).Of course Dubreils Theorem is a consequence of the above bounds andone can observe that the lower bound depends on H ; precisely we have:
ν(I ) ≥�−�n+1H (i)
where the sum is taken on all i such that �n+1H (i) < 0.In this paper we want to generalize the results on the bounds for the gradedBetti numbers to any space curve C and to see if the Hilbert function of Caffects the bounds for ν(I (C)).To obtain our results we make a detailed analysis on the relationshipbetween Hilbert functions and graded Betti numbers of two space curves C0and C , where C is obtained from C0 by basic double linkages of total height
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h. Precisely, if H0 = H (C0), H = H (C), s0 = s(C0), s = s(C), α0i , β0i , γ 0i ,and αi , βi, γi are the graded Betti numbers for C0 and C respectively, we de�necertain integers Ai , Bi which depend on H0, H and α0i and we get for αi , βi , γithe bounds described in Theorem 2.1. These bounds are sharp in the sense that,for any given curve C0 and any admissible sequence H which dominates H0at height h, for any set of integers αi , βi , γi satisfying the conditions of thetheorem and αi − βi + γi = −�4H (i) we can construct a curve C for whichH (C) = H and αi , βi, γi are its graded Betti numbers (see Theorem 2.2).Then we apply these results to obtain a bound for the number ν(I (C))of minimal generators of a curve C obtained from C0 by a sequence of basicdouble linkages of total height h:
(∗) ν(I (C)) ≤ s(C) − s(C0)+ ν(I (C0 )).
This number is the Amasakis bound when C is a Buchsbaum curve and C0 isminimal in its biliaison class.Since in the biliaison classes of Buchsbaum curves the invariants of theminimal curves are determined by the integers ni , the dimension of the i-thgraded component of the Rao module, one can apply the previous results toobtain sharp bounds for the graded Betti numbers of Buchsbaum curves. Thesebounds can be found in terms of the Hilbert function of the curve and thenumbers ni (see Theorem 2.6).Recall that any curve in a biliaison class LM can be obtained from aminimal one by a sequence of basic double linkages and a deformation whichpreserves cohomologies and the Rao module (the Lazarsfeld-Rao property).If in LM any curve can be obtained from a minimal curve by a sequenceof basic double linkages and a deformation which preserves Rao module andgraded Betti numbers (hence cohomology), i.e. if a strong L-R property holds,then the upper bounds of Theorem 2.1 apply to all curves in LM with respectto a minimal curve C0 . Vice versa, if LM is a biliaison class in which everycurve veri�es the upper bounds of Theorem 2.1 with respect to a minimal curvethen, by Theorem 2.2 we can deduce that in LM the strong L-R property holds.This happens, for instance, for the biliaison classes of Buchsbaum curves; inthat case the number (∗) is exactly the Amasakis bound.For all general facts not explicitlymentioned we refer to Hartshornes book[7]. It is our pleasure to acknowledge prof. G. Paxia for his suggestion to studythe connections between the graded Betti numbers of two bilinked curves.
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1. Notation and preliminaries.
Let P3 = P3k be the projective 3-space over an algebraically closed �eld kof any characteristic. The homogeneous coordinate ring of P3 will be denotedR = k[x0, x1, x2, x3]. For M a homogeneous R-module, Mt will denote itsgraded component of degree t . For F a sheaf of OP-modules, Hi∗(F) willdenote ⊕nH i(F(n)) with the natural R-module structure. A curve C in P3 willmean a 1-dimensional closed subscheme of P 3 without isolated or embeddedpoints. Hence if IC is the ideal sheaf of a curve C in P3 we denote:
I (C) = ⊕nH 0(OP,IC (n)), M(C) = ⊕nH 1(OP,IC(n))
the saturated de�ning ideal of C in R and its Hartshorne-Rao module respec-tively. Further, we denote
H (C, n) = dimk(R/I (C))n = h0(OP(n))− h0(IC (n))
the Hilbert function of the curve C and
�H (C, n) = H (C, n) − H (C, n − 1) ,
�i H (C, n) = �i−1H (C, n) −�i−1H (C, n − 1)its successive differences.The minimal degree of a surface containing C will be denoted by s(C) =min{i | I (C)i �= 0} = min{i | �3H (C, i) ≤ 0}. A sequence of integers H willbe said an admissible sequence if there exists a curve which has H as its Hilbertfunction; in this case we put s(H ) = min{i | �3H (i) ≤ 0}.A curve C is said arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay if M(C) = 0 andarithmetically Buchsbaum if R1 · M(C) = 0.For any R-module M of �nite lengthLM will denote the biliaison class ofcurves C with M(C) = M up to shift.We recall the de�nition of basic double linkage (ascending trivial elemen-tary biliaison in the terminology of [MDP]) for any curve C of P3: let S and Tbe two surfaces containing C , meeting properly, of degrees s and t respectively;let � be the curve linked to C by S and T ; now let H be a surface of degreeh which meets S properly. The curve C � linked to � by S and T � = T · H isa basic double linkage of C of degree s and height h. We call a basic doublelinkage of type (s, h) and surface S when we need to specify the surface used.In each biliaison class LM there is a curve C0 with the leftmost shift; theLazarsfeld-Rao property says that any curve C ∈ LM can be obtained by C0using a �nite sequence of basic double linkages and a deformation with constantcohomologies and Rao-module (cf. [10] or Th. 5.1 in Chap. IV of [11]). Weshall construct sharp bounds for the Betti numbers of all curves in LM which
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can be obtained from C0 by a �nite sequence of basic double linkages. If all thecurves in LM can be obtained from a minimal curve by basic double linkagesand a deformation which preserves the graded Betti numbers, we say that inLMthe strong L-R property holds. Of course the bounds that we �nd apply to anycurve in these classes. At this moment we do not know if every curve in LMcan be obtained using just deformations of this type; indeed, we will use ourresults to deduce that this is the case for biliaison classes of Buchsbaum curves.
Since a curve C � which is a basic double linkage of C of type (s, h) canalso be obtained by h basic double linkages of type (si , 1), i = 1, 2, . . . , h([11], Chap. III, Rem. 2.10), we will use very often this kind of linkages; in thiscase we will say that C � is obtained from C by the sequence s = {si }.In the next proposition we recall how the Hilbert function changes under abasic double linkage of type (s, 1).
Lemma 1.1. If a curve C � is obtained from a curve C by a double basic linkageof type (s, 1) then
1) �3H (C �, n) =
�
�3H (C, n − 1) for n �= s
�3H (C, n − 1)− 1 for n = s
2) �4H (C �, n) =


�4H (C, n − 1) for n �= s, s + 1
�4H (C, n − 1)− 1 for n = s
�4H (C, n − 1)+ 1 for n = s + 1
Proof. See [11], Chap. III, Prop. 3.4. �
If C is a curve of P3 we will denote by
0 →⊕R(−i)γi → ⊕R(−i)βi →⊕R(−i)αi → I (C) → 0
a minimal free resolution of its de�ning ideal I (C), where αi , βi, γi are thegraded Betti numbers of C .
The following properties for the graded Betti numbers are well known andwill be used without comments.
1) �αi +� γi =�βi + 12) αi − βi + γi = −�4H (C, i) for any i > 0.We will write also αi (C), βi (C), γi (C) to specify the graded Betti numbersof a curve C . The relationship between graded Betti numbers of bilinked curvesis stated in the next lemma.
Lemma 1.2. Let C � be a curve obtained from a curve C by a basic doublelinkage of type (s, 1) and surface S, I = I (C) the ideal of C. Then the graded
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Betti numbers of the two curves are related as follows:
αi (C �) =


αi−1(C) for i �= s, s + 1
αi−1(C) + 1 for i = s
αi−1(C) − 1 for i = s + 1, S a minimal generator of I
αi−1(C) for i = s + 1, S not a minimal generator of I
βi(C �) =
�
βi−1(C) for i �= s + 1
βi−1(C) for i = s + 1, S a minimal generator of I
βi−1(C) + 1 for i = s + 1, S not a minimal generator of I
γi(C �) = γi−1(C) for any i.
Proof. See [11], Chap. III, n. 4. �
If H, H � are two admissible sequences and h ≥ 0 is an integer we say thatH � dominates H at height h ([11], Chap. V, Def. 2.1 and [14], Def. 2.5.2) andwe will write H � ≥h H when
� s(H ) ≤ s(H �)
�3H �(i) ≤ 0 for s(H �) ≤ i < s(H )+ h
�3H �(i) ≤ �3H (i − h) for s(H )+ h ≤ i
We will say that C � dominates C at height h (C � ≥h C) if C � can be obtainedfrom C by a sequence of basic double links with heights summing to h,followed by a deformation which preserves cohomology and Rao module ([14],Def. 2.5.3). If moreover we require that the deformation preserves also thegraded Betti numbers then we say that C � strongly dominates C (C � �h C).Note that if C � ≥h C or C � �h C then H (C �) ≥h H (C) (see [11], Chap. V,Prop. 2.4).Let M = ⊕di=1kni be a graded R-module of �nite length such thatR1 · M = 0. In this case the biliaison class LM of Buchsbaum curves willbe denoted by Ln1 ...nd ; the leftmost shift and the graded Betti numbers of aminimal curve C0 in this class are completely determined by the integers ni ,and in particular by N =� ni . Precisely we have (see [11], Chap. IV, n. 6 c)):
Lemma 1.3. Let LM be a biliaison class of Buchsbaum curves; with theprevious notation1) If C ∈LM then M(C)i = 0 ∀ i < 2N − 2
2) ∃ C0 ∈LM such that M(C0)2N−2 �= 0 (i.e. there is a minimal curve)
3) �3H (C0, i) =
� 1 for 0 ≤ i < 2N
−3ni−2N+1 + ni−2N for 2N ≤ i ≤ 2N + d0 otherwise
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(convention: nj = 0 ∀ j < 1, j > d)
4) �4H (C0, i) =


1 for i = 00 for 0 < i < 2N
−3n1 − 1 for i = 2N
4ni−2N − ni−2N−1 − 3ni−2N+1 for
� N < ii ≤ 2N + d + 10 otherwise5) the graded Betti numbers for C0 are
αi (C0) =
� 3n1 + 1 for i = 2N3ni−2N+1 for 2N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N + d − 1
βi (C0) = 4ni−2N for2N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N + d
γi (C0) = ni−2N−1 for2N + 2 ≤ i ≤ 2N + d + 1.
If C is a Buchsbaum curve with Rao module M as above then C ∈L hn1 ...ndwill mean that C belongs to LM and that the �rst nonzero shift of M occurs indegree 2N − 2+ h.
2. Betti numbers of bilinked curves.
In this section we study the relationships between the graded Betti numbersof two curves C0,C belonging to the same biliaison class and such that Cstrongly dominates C0 at height h.Throughout this section we will use the following notation.Let C0 ⊂ P3 be a curve with Hilbert function H0, call s0 = s(C0) theminimal degree of a surface containing C0 and α0i , β0i , γ 0i the graded Bettinumbers of degree i of I (C0 ). If h is a non-negative integer and C is a curvein the biliaison class of C0 which strongly dominates C0 at height h, we willdenote by H its Hilbert function, by s = s(C) the minimal degree of a surfacecontaining C , m = s − s0 and by αi , βi, γi its graded Betti numbers of degreei . Set now
(1)
Ai = Ai (H ) =
�
−�4H (i) for s ≤ i < s0 + h
−�4H (i) +�4H0(i − h) for i ≥ s0 + h
Bi = Bi (H ) =
�
−�3H (i) for s ≤ i < s0 + h
−�3H (i) +�3H0(i − h) for i ≥ s0 + h
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Observe that Bi ≥ 0 and Ai ≤ Bi for any i > s since C dominates C0 at heighth ([11], Cap. V, Prop. 2.4). Moreover, when s = s0+h then As = Bs and whens < s0 + h then As = Bs + 1 and As0+h < Bs0+h .When �i≥s Bi > 0 we de�ne t = max{i | Bs+i �= 0}. Note that thenumbers Bi in Nollets thesis are called θ (i) (see [14]).
Theorem 2.1. Let C0 ⊂ P3 be a curve, h a non-negative integer, C any curvein the biliaison class of C0 which strongly dominates C0 at height h. Then, withthe above notation, for any i > s (i �= s0 + h if s < s0 + h) we have:
αs = α0s−h + As
max{0, α0i−h + Ai } ≤ αi ≤ α0i−h + Bi
β0i−h +max{0,−α0i−h − Ai } ≤ βi ≤ β0i−h + Bi−1
γi = γ 0i−h .
(If i = s0 + h and s < s0 + h the upper bounds for αi and βi decrease by 1).
Proof. Since βs = γs = 0 we have αs = −�4H (s). So, if s = s0 + h then
αs = −�4H0(s0)+ As = α0s0 + Bs ; if s < s0 + h then αs = As = Bs + 1.Now we prove the rest of the theorem by induction on h; we need to proveboth the cases h = 0 and h = 1 to have the base of the induction since the cases < s0 + h can occur only for h > 0. If h = 0 then C is by de�nitiona deformation of C0 which does not change graded Betti numbers and Raomodule. Hence αi = α0i , Ai = Ai (H0) and Bi = Bi(H0); the theorem followssince Bi (H0) = Ai (H0) = 0 for any i ≥ s0.If h = 1, C is a deformation which does not change graded Betti numbersand Rao module of a curve C obtained by a bilinkage of type (r, 1) and surfaceF from C0 . Now, if r = s0, then s = s0 hence αs = 1, αs0+1 = α0s0 − 1 since Fmust be a minimal generator for I (C0 ), αi = α0i−1 according to Lemma 1.2for i > s0 + 1. The conclusion follows since Ai = Bi = 0 for i > s0except for As0+1 = −1. If r > s0, then s = s0 + 1 and for i > s we haveAr = 1, Ar+1 = −1, Ai = 0 for i �= r, r + 1; Br = 1, Bi = 0 for i �= r ;
αr = α0r−1 + 1, αr+1 = α0r or α0r − 1, αi = α0i−1 for i �= r, r + 1. Therefore theconclusion follows.
Suppose now the theorem true for any curve which strongly dominatesC0 at height h and consider a curve C � which strongly dominates C0 at heighth� = h + 1: so C � has the same graded Betti numbers of a curve C � whichis a bilinkage of type (r, 1) and surface F of a curve C �h C0 . Denoting
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H �, α�i , A�i , B �i the invariants of the curve C � one has, for any i > s � = s(C �):
B �i =
� Bi−1 for i �= rBi−1 + 1 for i = r
A�i =
� Ai−1 for i �= r, i �= r + 1Ai−1 + 1 for i = rAi−1 − 1 for i = r + 1
The above equalities follow immediately applying Lemma 1.1. For the genera-tors of C � we have the four cases of Lemma 1.2.If i �= r, i �= r + 1 then A�i = Ai−1, B �i = Bi−1, α�i = αi−1 and the theoremfollows by the inductive hypothesis since α0i−h−1 = α0i−h � .If i = r then B �r = Br−1 + 1, A�r = Ar−1 + 1, α�r = αr−1 + 1.For the right bound we have: α�r = αr−1 + 1 ≤ α0r−1−h + Br−1 + 1 =
α0r−h � + B �r .For the left side, if α0r−h � +A�r ≤ 0 there is nothing to prove; if α0r−h � +A�r =
α0r−1−h + Ar−1 + 1 > 0, by the inductive hypothesis αr−1 ≥ α0r−1−h + Ar−1 ,therefore α�r = αr−1 + 1 ≥ α0r−1−h + Ar−1 + 1 = α0r−h � + A�r .If i = r + 1 then B �r+1 = Br , A�r+1 = Ar − 1 and
α�r+1 =
�
αr − 1 if F is a minimal generator of I (C)
αr if F is not a minimal generator of I (C)
Therefore for the right side we have: α�r+1 ≤ αr ≤ α0r−h + Br =
α0r+1−h � + B �r+1 .On the other side, if α0r+1−h � + A�r+1 ≤ 0 again there is nothing toprove; if α0r+1−h � + A�r+1 = α0r−h + Ar − 1 > 0, by the inductive hypothesis
α�r+1 ≥ αr − 1 ≥ α0r−h + Ar − 1 = α0r+1−h � + A�r+1 . Note that for i = s0 + h�the proof runs in the same way just substituting α0i−h � with α0s0 − 1.This completes the proof for the number of generators.Regarding the other graded Betti numbers we observe �rst that applying htimes Lemma 1.2 one gets γi = γ 0i−h .From max{0, α0i−h+ Ai } ≤ αi ≤ α0i−h + Bi it follows max{0, α0i−h+ Ai }+
γi +�4H (C, i) ≤ βi ≤ α0i−h + Bi + γi +�4H (C, i).Now γi +�4H (C, i) = γ 0i−h +�4H (C, i) = β0i−h − α0i−h −�4H (C0, i −h)+�4H (C, i) = β0i−h−α0i−h−Ai and substituting in the above inequalities onegets the required result: β0i−h +max{0,−α0i−h − Ai } ≤ βi ≤ β0i−h + Bi − Ai =
β0i−h + Bi−1 .A similar computation gives the bounds of βi for i = s0 + h. �
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The above theorem enstablishes precise bounds for the graded Betti num-bers of a curve C in terms of the corresponding graded Betti numbers of a curveC0 such that C �h C0. Now we want to show that these bounds are sharp inthe sense that we can construct curves which have any number of generatorsallowed by these bounds.
Theorem 2.2. Let C0 be a curve with Hilbert function H0 and minimal numberof generators α0i for every i ≥ s0 = s(C0); let H be an admissible sequence ofintegers which dominates H0 at height h (h a non-negative integer) and let αibe integers satisfying the bounds of the previous theorem for i ≥ s.Then there exists a curve C which (strongly) dominates C0 at height h suchthat H (C) = H and αi (C) = αi for any i .Moreover, if β0i , γ 0i are the remaining Betti numbers of C0 and βi , γi areintegers satisfying the bounds of the above theorem and such that−αi+βi−γi =
�4H then βi(C) = βi , γi(C) = γi .
Proof. We will construct a sequence of h bilinkages which produces therequired curve C from C0 . Denote, as usual, s = s(H ); if Bs+i = 0 for anyi ≥ 0 then by de�nition (1) and Lemma 1.1 this can occur just when we performh bilinkages of type (s0, 1). So we have, applying Lemma 1.2 h times:
αi =


1 for i = s00 for s0 < i < s0 + h
α0s0 − 1 for i = s0 + h
α0i−h for i > s0 + h
and the theorem is true. Otherwise set t = max{i | Bs+i �= 0}, m =�tj=0 Bs+ j = s − s0 (see [14], Prop.3.1.7), and, for any s ≤ i ≤ s + t :zi = α0i−h + Bi − αi .Consider the following h positive integers:
(2) si =
� s0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ h −ms + i + ri − h for h − m < i ≤ h
where ri is the integer de�ned as follows:
ri = max �q | i ≤ h − m + t�
j=q
Bs+ j�.
We want to prove that the sequence (2) gives a curve C with H (C) =H and αi (C) = αi by successive suitable basic double linkages of type
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(si , 1), i = 1, 2, . . . , h, starting from C0 . Observe that such a curve C willhave γi (C) = γi = γ 0i−h hence βi (C) = βi .Call now Ci the intermediate bilinked curves, i. e. C0 : (s1, 1) → C1 :(s2, 1)→ . . .→ Ci : (si+1, 1)→ . . . (sh, 1)→ Ch = C .We �rst remark that zi ≤ min{α0i−h + Bi , Bi−1}: namely, the only thing toverify is zi ≤ Bi−1; this follows by
zi ≤ Bi + α0i−h −max{0, Ai + α0i−h} ≤ Bi − Ai = Bi−1.
The integer ri can be better understood in the following way. Divide theinterval [1, h] in t + 2 consecutive disjoint sub-intervals, respectively, of widthh − m, Bs+t , Bs+t−1, . . . , Bs ; so, if i ∈ [h − m + 1, h], i belongs to a uniquesub-interval of width Bs+ri .Now we see that for all i > h − m one has si > s(Ci−1): in fact,the least degree of a surface containing Cj can increase at most by 1 at eachbilinkage and does not increase in the �rst h − m bilinkages; hence s(Ci−1) ≤s0 + (i − 1)− (h − m) and si = s + i + ri − h > s0 +m + i − h − 1.This in particular says that any sequence of bilinkages of type (si , 1) willproduce a curve C such that s(C) = s0 + m = s(H ) = s .Now let i ≥ s be any integer and compute �3H (C, i) for such a curve;according to Lemma 1.1 we have
�3H (C, i) = �3H (C0, i − h) − τ
where τ = #{x | i − h + x = sx = s − h + x + rx} = #{x | rx = i − s}, i.e.
τ = Bi . Therefore,
�3H (C, i) = �3H (C0, i − h) − Bi = �3H (i).
Finally, we observe that according to Lemma 1.2, for all i ≥ s , when weperform h bilinkages of type (si , 1) with surfaces Si , we obtain a curve C forwhich
αi (C) = α0i−h + τ −ψ
where τ , as before, is the number of the integers x such that i − h +x = sx , i.e. τ = Bi and ψ = #{x | (a) i − h + x − 1 =sx and (b) Sx is a minimal generator for I (Cx−1 )}. Now, the number of xsatisfying (a) is Bi−1 (use the same computation as for τ ); moreover, thecurve Cyi obtained from C0 by the �rst yi = h − m +�s+tj=i Bj bilinkageshas αi−h+yi (Cyi ) = α0i−h + Bi . In fact, using again Lemma 1.2 we have
αi−h+yi (Cyi ) = α0i−h+yi−yi + τyi − ψyi where τyi , ψyi are de�ned as before.
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Now, with a similar computation we get τyi = #{x ≤ yi | i−h+ x = sx} = Bi ;
ψyi = #{x ≤ yi | (a) and (b)} = 0 since x ≤ yi implies rx ≥ ryi = i − sand i − h + x = s + x + rx − h + 1 implies rx = i − s − 1. Thus, per-forming the Bi−1 bilinkages of type (sj , 1) with j ∈ [yi + 1,+Bi−1], sincezi ≤ min{Bi−1, α0i−h + Bi }, we can use exactly zi times a minimal generator ofthe ideal of the curve Cj−1 . Therefore, with this choice, ψ = zi . Consequently,
αi (C) = α0i−h + Bi − zi = αi . �
Remark 2.3. Given an admissible sequence H which dominates H0 = H (C0)at height h, we de�ned in Theorem 2.2 a sequence s of integers such thatany curve C built up with s has H (C) = H ; indeed, one can constructh!(h−m)!·Bs!·...·Bs+t ! sequences of h integers with the same property. But not allof these sequences permit to �nd suitable bilinkages of type (si , 1) in order to�ll up the whole range of degrees of generators described in Theorem 2.1 as thatwe used in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Precisely, with each of these sequenceswe can construct curves with maximal graded Betti numbers but not necessarilywith the minimal ones. For instance, the sequence
si =
� s0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ h − ms + i + ρi − h for h −m < i ≤ h
where ρi is the integer de�ned as follows:
ρi = min{q | i ≤ h −m +
q�
j=0
Bs+ j }
in case Bj−1 > α0j−h for some j , cannot give a curve with the minimal numberof generators in degree j .
The above results can be applied in a natural way both when C0 is aminimal curve in its biliaison class LM and to give a Dubreil type bound tothe number of generators of a curve C in terms of the numbers Ai , Bi and α0i .Of course we must restrict ourselves to the subsetL �M ⊂ LM consisting of thecurves which can be reached from a minimal curve by strong domination.We obtain a particularly meaningful application for Buchsbaum curves,since in this case the graded Betti numbers of a minimal curve only depend onthe length ni of the graded pieces of the Rao module. Hence for Buchsbaumcurves we obtain bounds for all the graded Betti numbers just in terms of itsHilbert function and the ranks ni .The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1.
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Corollary 2.4. If C0,C are two curves such that C strongly dominates C0 atheight h, then
(3) ν(I0)+�(−α0i−h − Ai ) ≤ ν(I ) ≤ s − s0 + ν(I0)
where I = I (C), I0 = I (C0 ), s = s(C), s0 = s(C0) and the sum is taken on alli such that α0i−h + Ai ≤ 0.
Proof. Just make the sum of the bounds for αi in Theorem 2.1. �
It is worth noting that the upper bound of Corollary 2.4 could be deduceddirectly from Lemma 1.2: a curve C bilinked to C0 by (r, 1) and surface F hasone more generator if one takes r > s0 and F is not a minimal generator for C0 .Note that, as in the Cohen-Macaulay case, the only invariant of C in the upperbound is s , but the lower bound depends on the entire Hilbert function H .When C0 is a minimal curve in its biliaison class LM then it has aresolution of type (E):
0→ E0 → F0 → IC0 → 0
where F0 is a decomposed sheaf and any other curve C in LM has resolution:
0→ E0(−h)⊕L →F → IC → 0
for some h ≥ 0 and L ,F are decomposed sheaves. Taking a minimal freeresolution of E0(−h) ⊕L :
0→H → G → E0(−h)⊕L → 0
one gets a resolution for IC . Hence h0(E0(i − h) ⊕ L (i)) = βi − γi ≥h0(E0(i − h)) = β0i−h − γ 0i−h . Now, since γi = γ 0i−h , it follows βi ≥ β0i−hso we �nd :
αi = βi−γi−�4H (i) = βi −�4H (i)− (−�4H0(i−h)+β0i−h−α0i−h ) =
= Ai + α0i−h + βi − β0i−h .
Finally we get that βi ≥ β0i−h implies αi ≥ Ai + α0i−h , i.e. the left boundof the theorem holds for all C ∈LM when C0 is a minimal curve in the class;in particular the left bound in (3) is true for every curve in LM . It would beinteresting and very useful to know if the same is true for the upper bound of(3).
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Remark 2.5. There are biliaison classes in which every curve strongly domi-nates a minimal one; precisely, if in LM every curve satis�es the upper boundsof Theorem 2.1 with respect to a minimal curve then, by Theorem 2.2 one getsthat every curve can be obtained from a minimal one by a sequence of basicdouble linkages and a deformation with constant graded Betti numbers. In fact,if C ∈ LM has αi (C) satisfying the bounds of Theorem 2.1, using Theorem2.2 one can construct a curve C � with H (C �) = H (C), C,C � dominate C0 atthe same height h and αi (C �) = αi (C). Then C and C � have (minimal) E-typeresolutions:
0→ E φ→ F → IC → 0
0→ E φ�→F → IC� → 0.
With the same arguments as in [14], Proposition 2.5.6, we can �nd a �at familyof curves Ct by tφ + (1− t)φ� with constant graded Betti numbers. Indeed, if
0→H → G π→ E → 0
is a minimal free resolution of E then C and C � have minimal free resolutions:
0→H → G A→ F → IC → 0
0→H → G B→F → IC� → 0
where A = φ ◦ π, B = φ� ◦ π are matrices whose entries are polynomials ofpositive degree or zero. So (tφ + (1 − t)φ�) ◦ π = t A + (1 − t)B and theconclusion follows. Therefore in these classes the strong L-R property holds.The Buchsbaum biliaison classes do have this property. In fact, from theproof of Theorem 2.10 in [6] one has for any curve C in the class:
αk ≤ −�2(�, k) − h1(IC (k − 1))+ 2h1(IC (k − 2))
where � is the generic plane section of C . So, if C ∈L hn1 ...nd one can easilycheck that this is the upper bound in the next Theorem 2.6. Hence in anyBuchsbaum biliaison class the strong L-R property holds. Of course in theseclasses the upper bound of (3) is Amasakis bound.We observe that our results can be applied also to ACM curves. Forthis we take as minimal curves C0 in the ACM class all the lines. If C isan ACM curve with Hilbert function H = H (C), de�ne h + 1 = max{i |
�3H (i) < 0} and observe that H dominates H0 = H (C0) of height h. One
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sees that B1+h = −�3H (1 + h) − 1, Bi = −�3H (i) for i �= h + 1,A1+h = −�4H (1 + h) − 2,Ah+2 = −�4H (h + 2) + 1, Ai = −�4H (i)for i �= h+ 1, h+ 2; hence, computing the bounds of Theorem 2.1 one gets thewell known bounds mentioned in the introduction. In this case the upper boundof (3) becomes the Dubreil number s + 1.Note that any ACM curve with minimal generators of degree, say, a1 ≤a2 ≤ . . . ≤ an , can be obtained from a line by a sequence of a1 + a2 − n basicdouble linkages: a1 − n + 1 of type (1, 1) using a minimal generator of degree1, followed by a2 − n + 1 of type (a1 − n + 2, 1) using the minimal generatorof degree a1 − n + 2 and the last n − 2 of type (ai − n + i, 1), i = 3, . . . , n,using surfaces which are not minimal generators.
The biliaison classes of Buchsbaum curves have a nice property: all theinvariants of a minimal curve in the class (Hilbert function and graded Bettinumbers) depend only on the ranks of the graded pieces of the Hartshorne-Raomodule (see Lemma 1.3). This property, coupled with the results of this section,allow us to give bounds for the Betti numbers of a curve C ∈ Lhn1 ...nd in termsof its Hilbert function and the integers ni .
Theorem 2.6. Let C ∈ Lhn1 ...nd , be a Buchsbaum curve, N = � ni ; then forevery i > s(C):
a) αs = −�4H (s)max{0,−�4H (i)+ 4ni−2N−h − ni−2N−h−1} ≤ αi ≤ −�3H (i)+ ni−2N−h
b) max{4ni−2N−h, ni−2N−h−1 +�4H (i)} ≤ βi ≤ −�3H (i − 1)+ ni−2N−h +ni−2N−h−1
c) γi = ni−2N−h−1
(convention nj = 0 for j < 0, j > d).
Proof. It is enough to use Theorem 2.1, Lemma 1.3 and straight computations.
�
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